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ABSTRACT
This inquiry examines four culturally diverse neighbourhoods in Istanbul with entangled street

networks as places of social interaction inside and in-between different cultural groups. We analysed

the streets in these neighbourhoods to provide understandings on how some networks and streetscapes

are still harmoniously creating place attachment for people from different cultures. First we exam the

results from the axial integration (R3) and normalised angular integration analyses (NAIN) to

determine their potential to create a lively and harmonious environment. Then, each street cluster is

examined using isovist path analysis, to understand the multicultural urban space experience that the

street offers to its users.

The findings of this study show that highly integrated street clusters have a higher chance to be

perceived as a culturally diverse environment. A highly integrated main street used by several cultural

groups provides a harmonious space for everyone. Kuzguncuk’s long main street connecting multiple

street clusters of different groups provides a diversity of cultural gathering spaces, such as schools,

churches and synagogues. If the street cluster is a cultural gathering area for a single cultural group

and the group preserves its common values, then it provides providing a more introvert and less

culturally diverse social environment. Samatya provides an extremely highly integrated local main

axis only used by Armenians and some Turkish in-migrants.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper aims to investigate streets in culturally diverse neighbourhoods in terms of social

interaction levels, the syntactic characteristics and other parameters leading them to have a role as

cultural gathering axes. In culturally diverse neighbourhoods of Istanbul, some streets have a role in

gathering groups of people from different cultural and socio-economic backgrounds, as the streets

connect the cultural and residential hubs of these groups. These streets offer interesting cases as many
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of them accommodate non-Muslim groups most of who left their neighbourhoods to move to newer

neighbourhoods.

In the four culturally diverse neighbourhoods in Istanbul, although the stories of the neighbourhoods

are similar, the chosen streets from each neighbourhood have different characteristics and

backgrounds from each other. Therefore, the study proposes a compact and recurring method using

space syntax, the street network and the streetscape analyses.

1- The street network analysis: analysing axial global and local integration with regression

analysis and NAIN200, assessing how the chosen street contributes to social interaction and

harmony between cultural groups.

2- The streetscape analysis: made through the path isovist method through which the real spatial

sensation of the street and perception of cultural gathering areas can be reflected.

2. STREET AS A PLACE FOR SOCIAL INTERACTION AND COLLECTIVE MEMORY
Street networks and streetscapes are one of the primary exchange areas that shape our everyday lives

in public. The street forms a preliminary interface in-between the private and public zones in cities.

Citizens access places in the city using street networks. However, the street is not only a

transportation axis, but it also accommodates potential space for social activities, as long as the city is

designed to promote those (Legeby et al, 2015). The street plays an important role in shaping the

society in terms of how the society prefers settling, creating different forms of experiences for

different tastes. Social interaction is one of the key facts that makes a street a lively and safe place,

with contact and mutual trust between residents (Jacobs, 1961), creating public identity and place

attachment for all citizens. The street defines an area for “interplay between citizens” (Legeby et al,

2015), a place for enabling social encounters (Fyfe, 1998) and creating a process for recognition of

others who form the street’s population.

In multicultural urban settings, a harmonious street space is often concurrent with the presence of

collective memory attached to the space in question. Different cultural groups form collective

memories about their lived spaces throughout history. The street is one of the main public spaces that

collective memory is formed and reflected, as it is the immediate surrounding after the private space

of an individual. Sometimes, it is possible to see a semi-private area or an inclusive public space on a

street, promoting social interaction between neighbours and creating a friendly environment for

forming collective memory and place attachment. All culturally diverse public spaces try to form a

cultural equilibrium and sometimes this equilibrium is hard to maintain. Especially, some cultural

groups insist on their former equilibrium in a neighbourhood and resist to new circumstances

(Halbwachs, 1960) like gentrification, migration or rehabilitation. These groups form a defensive

structuring (Siegel, 1970) when they choose to maintain or develop a special identity for being able to

stay as a group. Streets accommodating groups with defensive structuring may be introvert as a public

space as the defensive group may not be allowing others to interact, or they may be struggling to

integrate themselves into the new restructuring. Boyer (1996) refers to Halbwachs stating that without
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continuous collective experience attached to place, a gap opens between the past and the present, this

gap recreates an artificial history.

When this gap is created, some places of collective memory turn into traces. These could be physical

traces, such as memorials, sites or architecture. They can also refer to intangible traces like symbols,

common knowledge. The information of these traces can be transferred properly to the present, the

gap may narrow down. Hebbert (2005) asserts:

“A shared space- such as a street- can be the locus of collective memory in a double sense. It can

express group identity from above, through architectural order, monuments and symbols,

commemorative sites, street names, civic spaces and historic conservation; and it can express the

accumulation of memories from below, through the physical and the associative traces left by

interweaving patterns of everyday life.”

Many traces left on the culturally diverse streets are easily found as a physical trace in cases there are

limited amount of decay or renewal. However, some streets holding physical traces do not reflect the

essence or the meanings attached to collective memories of cultural groups. The streetscape collects

all the traces from coexisting cultures, and often it creates a fragmented and multi-layered space.

Crang and Travlou (2001) argue:

“Places mix times into the present, mixing orders of virtual and actual. Equally, with the different

times coexisting, ‘places’ are not unitary spaces and times but include subterranean landscapes of

fragmented spaces. Rather than being an immensity of past from which we select, we have moments

irrupting through places to bring the past into contact with the present. Places do not offer unification

or stability. Instead they are a point of fracturing where difference enters the urban order.”

In culturally diverse neighbourhoods, traces like historic monuments and ritual places belong to

distinct times in history. The street collects these physical traces from the past and becomes “the locus

of collective memory” (Rossi, 1990), because the physical traces are filled with collective memories

of cultural groups. “The past, then, helps make the present” (Massey, 1995). At the present, the unity

of these traces forms a fragmented streetscape that can be investigated through walking experience,

where it is possible to tackle a street with true sensations that is accorded to the space.

3. METHODS: STREET NETWORKS AND STREETSCAPES
The research question of this study is “What are the streets’ characteristics that play a role in shaping

a harmonious environment with high levels of social interaction in culturally diverse urban settings?”.

To answer this question, the study proposes two main methods determining the levels of social

interaction in streets, using space syntax to understand the spatial parameters on how social

interaction occurs in culturally diverse neighbourhoods of Istanbul: First, we investigate the

configuration of the street network, that may also be called the street layout in the context of the

neighbourhood, measured with the axial integration and segment angular integration analysis and

compared on the local/global scatterplots of the neighbourhoods. Secondly, we investigate the

streetscape, which is characterized by the experience of the user at the street level. The focus is on the

eye level viewpoint of the neighbourhood, providing an indicative source of collective memory. The
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study tackles this issue using path isovist analysis, allowing the collection of the sensations the street

creates.

The first investigation determining the social interaction levels is the street layout. The street layout is

the spatial framework for the main gathering points, main and secondary axes and other public spaces

of a neighbourhood. “The effect a street layout may have on keeping people apart, keeping strangers

out of an area or enabling and allowing for inter-accessibility between people, will thus create

conditions influencing the kind of social interaction that may take place in different locations”

(Legeby et al, 2015). In Turkish cities and towns, some street layouts have an organic structure. This

kind of street layouts are generally found inside old city walls. Organic street layout structure is not

planned ahead and usually forms over time, resulting in an arbitrary looking street network. However,

they usually form the shortest paths possible and they form according to steep topographies. Another

street layout type is the orthogonal structure characterised by the grid-type streets cutting each other at

each junction. In Turkish towns and cities, this type of street layout is found in some non-Muslim

neighbourhoods, such as the Greek quarter in Bozcaada, or in some historic neighbourhoods in the

Historical Peninsula in Istanbul, where westernization processes took place in the 19th century.

In this study, the street layout analysis investigates the structural formation of the neighbourhoods

using axial analysis. The regression value of a neighbourhood and the entire city centre are compared

as calculated on local/global scatterplots. According to the local/global scatterplots analysis, a

neighbourhood having a higher regression value tends to be intelligible as a subsystem, thus tends to

provide a lively environment and harmonious gathering spaces with less segregated streets for all

cultural groups. On the other hand, a neighbourhood having lower regression value tends to fail to

create a meaningful and successful common space and provides less social interaction for the cultural

groups. Cultural groups tend to attach importance to the protection of their common values and

collective memory. Most of these neighbourhoods have one or more streets of collective memory

where cultural landmarks are abundant, and the feeling of lived space is still present. Streets of

collective memory are compared on the scatterplots in terms of how they contribute to the social

interaction scheme.

Every neighbourhood is analysed with some partial local-global scatterplots comparing axial

integration values and how the chosen street of collective memory performs in terms of local and

global integration. On the local-global scatterplots, the regression value R2 of the neighbourhood and

the regression value of all streets in Istanbul historical centre are compared to understand how the

neighbourhood performs as a subsystem of Istanbul historical centre. This helps to evaluate how

legible is the living space of that particular neighbourhood (Azimzadeh&Bjur, 2007). Additionally,

normalized angular integration (NAIN 200) analysis are used for a healthier comparison of different

neighbourhoods (Hillier et al, 2012). Especially in normalized angular integration with lower metrical

radii, if a segment is highly integrated, that part of the street has a potential to be an urban hub.

The other main factor defining the social interaction levels is the streetscape. The experience lived at

the street level by the users constitutes the essence of the street and often determines the character of

the urban environment. Cullen (1970) puts forward that the level of vision is a determinant factor in
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contemplating and understanding the city, and when walked at a uniform pace, the streets can reveal a

continuity that is called “serial vision”. The content of this angle of view contributes to an

understanding of the degree of balance of the experiences when moving around in an urban

environment, as the more monotonous street tend to be boring but too much variation can be a

distraction. However, above all, this view angle at the eye level permits to understand the character of

a space and if the street is visually balanced, and whether it creates a memorable and harmonious

environment or not. The streetscape is not only characterized by visual balance but also by cultural

diversity and social interaction. It is crucial to understand what happens in the street and what are the

mutual relationships between cultural groups. Some streets accommodate a balanced variety of people

from different groups and a better variation of their cultural gathering spaces. In these cases, the street

has more impact on collective memory of old and new inhabitants. The advantage of the isovist

analysis in comparison with the Cullen method is that the isovist analysis quantifies the spatial

properties of the spaces shaped by buildings. The isovist analysis method makes it possible to describe

the spatial properties of the locations of important historic artefacts such as important buildings as

well as the degree of presence of various ethnical groups in public space. The degree of permanence

of these old buildings can be recorded in the today situation of the urban fabric.

Space syntax theory suggests that every person sees a panoptical view from a certain vantage point.

This view is called an isovist field. Benedikt (1979) defines an isovist field as “the set of all points

visible from a given vantage point in space and with respect to an environment”. This study

investigates streets of collective memory especially with multiple multi-cultural characteristics using

the path isovist method to understand the sensation that the street creates on the walker (Batty, 2001).

The path isovist determines how the walker experiences the street in terms of creating enclosure or

orientation. However, it also defines how the walker approaches the cultural gathering points and

cultural traces from the past. The analysis is made choosing around 30 consecutive points on a street

and making the isovist of 120 degrees (angle perceived by the human eye when walking) area analysis

of each point. When the isovist area value drops, it signifies more compact areas with more enclosure

creating embodiment. When the isovist area value increases, it signifies an orientation towards an

open space like a square or a street, which can create either vista points or openings, resulting in

openness of the urban space.

4. RESULTS
Street networks and culturally diverse streetscapes are investigated in four neighbourhoods in Istanbul

(Samatya, Kuzguncuk, Balat-Ayvansaray, and Kumkapı); Armenian, Greek and Jew groups among

others settled in the course of history. Due to socio-demographic alterations and issues such as decay,

urban renewal and gentrification, these neighbourhoods are rapidly changing, resulting in the

disappearance of non-Muslim groups.

The urban morphological change between the years 1850 and 1870 was a critical point in history

because there were alterations in the street patterns of all of the neighbourhoods during the

westernization process (Çelik, 1986). This westernization process includes the implementation of a
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more orthogonal plan, because of the recurring fires that demolished a remarkable number of wooden

houses in the centres of these neighbourhoods.
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Figure 1- Historical timeline of the four neighbourhoods

Four neighbourhoods have similar historical patterns. They all housed non-Muslim cultural groups,

such as the Jew, Greek and the Armenian communities. Most of these neighbourhoods were affected

by 6-7 September 1955 Istanbul Riots, which was an incident towards non-Muslim citizens of

Istanbul. Many non-Muslim citizens especially Greeks, left their neighbourhoods after this incident to

move back to their countries or to move in newer neighbourhoods of Istanbul. The neighbourhoods

have received many in-migrants from Anatolia after 1960 when the migration to larger cities began.

Between the years 1960 and 1980 (for some, 1990) the neighbourhoods have gone through significant

decay and poverty. That is why many historic houses and some of the important cultural gathering

areas such as churches and synagogues deteriorated.

The neighbourhoods became popular again in the 1980s and 1990s because of gentrification and

rehabilitation attempts after Habitat II and due to popular culture effects, which promoted the making

of many television series in those neighbourhoods, evoking the old neighbourhood life missed by

many citizens. These attempts resulted in the popularisation of the neighbourhoods which made

possible the opening of new businesses, shops, cafés and workspaces for the creative industry.

Another result is the injection of new lifestyles in the neighbourhoods especially found in Kumkapı

and Samatya, incorporating many pubs called “meyhane” in squares, they offer a totally different

eating habit from the one of the inhabitants (Atayman, 2010). Today, these neighbourhoods have

socio-demographically changed although some non-Muslim groups still persist as minorities. Some of

these groups have common values, collective memory of the urban space whereas other groups cannot

feel a strong place attachment to their surroundings. This loss of attachment can be explained by the

lack of authenticity and harmony in the streets, because of the change in socio-demographic balance

starting in the 1960s and including all the following change processes up to date. Despite the

gentrification and rehabilitation processes, most of the urban areas still undergo decay. Most of these
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neighbourhoods are known with the tangible and intangible traces of non-Muslim communities and

therefore they still are attraction points for tourists.

SAMATYA

BALAT-AYVANSARAY

KUMKAPI

KUZGUNCUK

Figure 2- Axial integration(R3) of central Istanbul, showing Samatya, Balat-Ayvansaray, Kumkapı and Kuzguncuk

The three neighbourhoods Samatya, Balat-Ayvansaray and Kumkapı are located in the historical

peninsula (Figure 2). Samatya and Kumkapı both face the sea of Marmara and have similar

backgrounds in terms of multi-cultural inhabitants, especially their Armenian communities. Both

neighbourhoods underwent a square renewal around 1990s, and this changed the visitor profile

implementing a different lifestyle into the neighbourhood. All neighbourhoods exhibit different

morphologies from each other, Samatya having a distinctive orthogonal plan. Balat-Ayvansaray also

had an orthogonal implementation, despite the ongoing gentrification process, the neighbourhood still

houses too many decayed buildings. Kuzguncuk has the most locally integrated axis out of all the

neighbourhoods which becomes a socio-economic centre for the neighbourhood. Kuzguncuk is a

gentrified and multi-cultural Bosphorus village which has a lively environment with less decaying

buildings.
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KUZGUNCUK- İCADİYE STREET

SAMATYA-MARMARA STREET

BALAT-AYVANSARAY- AYAN STREET

KUMKAPI- SEVGİ STREET

Figure 3- Local-global scattergram and regression analysis of central Istanbul, showing the studied streets in Samatya, Balat-

Ayvansaray, Kumkapı and Kuzguncuk

All of the chosen streets in the four neighbourhoods (Figure 3) have multi-cultural inhabitants or

visitors and landmarks belonging to different cultures. The regression value of the local-global axial

integration is 0.23. Except one of the chosen streets in these four neighbourhoods are highly

integrated and well above the regression line, with higher local integration values. These are İcadiye

Street in Kuzguncuk, Marmara Street in Samatya and Ayan Street in Balat-Ayvansaray, ranked

among the socio-economic local centres of their neighbourhoods. On the other hand, Sevgi Street in

Kumkapı offers a more discrete urban area. Despite so many cultural landmarks that it encloses, it is

the most segregated cultural gathering area in this study.

Samatya and Marmara Street

Samatya is known as “Psomathia”, meaning sandy dunes in Greek language (Türker, 2010). Samatya

housed a large Greek community since the beginning of Byzantine Empire as a prestigious

neighbourhood near the Hrisi Pili (Golden Gate) of Constantinople. Armenian groups moved to

Samatya in the 15th century when the Ottomans made an allocation of the Armenian Patriarchate to

Samatya Surp Kevork Church which previously belonged to the Greeks. The Armenian Patriarchate

moved to Kumkapı in 1641 (Atayman, 2010). Greek, Armenian and Jew communities lived together

in Samatya until mid-1700 when a fire destructed the Jew community residences. Because of the

uncontrolled fires an orthogonal plan was implemented as part of the westernization processes

between 1850-1870 (Çelik, 1986).

Although there was a large Greek community in Samatya especially towards the southwest

neighbourhood Yedikule, it was the Armenians who made a cultural impact as the worldwide known

Zildjian cymbals are originated from Samatya. Armenians decreased in number after the 1955

Istanbul riots and their collective memory is tried to be erased by changing street names and even the

neighbourhood name from Samatya to Kocamustafapaşa (the north neighbourhood). However, a

decent Armenian community is still available around on Marmara Street, also called ‘Sulu Manastır’.
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Armenians were successful in placemaking on this centrally located hub around Surp Kevork Church,

with two schools and many shops.

The regression value of the neighbourhood (0.25) slightly surpasses the mean regression value for

Istanbul city centre (0.23) (Figure 4). This means that Samatya is quite intelligible as a sub-system to

the centre of the city. Marmara street displays an extremely high local integration value. It stands as

the socio-economic centre of the neighbourhood on a local basis. Many shops can be found around

this area, some of which are owned by Armenians. Marmara street can be stated as in good condition

when compared to the rest of Samatya. Segment angular integration analysis shows that the street is

more integrated around Surp Kevork Church. It can be stated that the area comprising Surp Kevork

Church works as a local urban hub.
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Figure 4- Axial and segment angular integration analyses and local-global scattergram of Samatya, Path isovist analysis and

path isovist graph of Marmara street.

Important landmarks on Marmara Street are Surp Kevork Church, Sahakyan Nunyan High School and

Middle School, Abdi Çelebi Mosque. According to the path isovist, the isovist area is enlarging

around Abdi Çelebi Mosque which is spaced from the street and quite hard to perceive at first attempt

(Figure 4). However, around the entrance of Surp Kevork Church, there is a strong embodiment

feeling and the linearity of the street can be sensed. This fact ensures that the Armenian community

still feels embodied in the street. Because of the centrality of the entrance of Surp Kevork Church,

Armenian Community also has a visibility advantage over other groups. The smooth alteration of the

visible space in the path isovist graph reflects the balance of void-mass in the street making it a less

monotonous street.

Balat-Ayvansaray and Ayan Street

Balat and Ayvansaray are two quarters neighbouring to each other. Before the 19th century, Balat

used to be a hub for fishery, mostly inhabited by Jews and a mix of Armenian, Greek and Turkish

inhabitants (Belge, 2003; Özbilge, 2005, Akkar Ercan, 2012). The decay of Balat and Ayvansaray and

also their neighbour Fener accelerated because of the contamination of the Golden Horn and wealthy

dwellers moving out of the neighbourhoods leaving their space for low-income in-migrants (Özbilge,

2005, Akkar Ercan, 2012).
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Figure 5- Axial and segment angular integration analyses and local-global scattergram of Balat-Ayvansaray, Path isovist

analysis and path isovist graph of Ayan street.

The end of 1990s marked a threshold for Fener-Balat and Ayvansaray districts because a

rehabilitation programme started. This programme was prepared by the European Union and Fatih

Municipality joint venture, and it helped the socio-economic regeneration and sustainable

rehabilitation of the Fener, Balat and Ayvansaray neighbourhoods (Gür, 2015). During this project

many houses and Balat Market were restorated, which attracted tourists and investors (Akkar Ercan,

2012). However, the gap between the residents and the newcomers increased day-by-day because the

property prices quickly scaled up (Gür, 2015) and due to time and budget restrictions and partnership

problems the regeneration initiative failed (Akkar Ercan, 2012). The gentrifiers stayed with an

expectation that the project would be implemented but they have not yet originated a harmonious

environment together with the old residents (Gür, 2015).

The regression value of the neighbourhood is 0.09, that stays significantly lower than the mean

regression value for the centre of Istanbul (Figure 5). This signals that the neighbourhood cannot

create a meaningful subsystem to the city. Most of the streets are locally segregated, only the

orthogonal implementation is locally integrated. Most of the newly opened cafés and shops are found

on Ayan street and its perpendicular Vodina street. NAIN analysis shows Ayan Street is less

integrated than its perpendicular Vodina Street. However, the local/global scattergram shows that

Ayan Street is one of the most locally integrated streets in the neighbourhood.

Ayan street has regularly shifting isovist area values because of the orthogonal implementation in

Balat (Figure 5). Located on a slight slope, the street gives access and vista points to many

perpendicular axes along the path, including the most locally integrated Vodina Street. Ayan street

stands out as a highly connective street as it gives access to several synagogues and churches. The

isovists close to perpendicular streets peak in terms of area values, making the street more accessible

but monotonous because of the repeating rhythm.
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Kumkapı and Sevgi Street

Kumkapı has a similar history to Samatya. In the Byzantine Era, Kumkapı was named Konto Skalion

that meant small pier. Kumkapı had a large Armenian population for a long time. There are many

Armenian Churches and one Armenian school in the area. The Armenian Patriarchate is also found in

Kumkapı since 1641. Before this date Surp Kevork Armenian Church had the function of the

Armenian Patriarchate. Armenians and Assyrians preferred to settle in Kumkapı besides Samatya and

Yeşilköy. Starting from the 2000s, people from Russia, Armenia, Georgia and Azerbaijan started to

move to Kumkapı. With the illusion and the injection of a new lifestyle that Kumkapı square created,

the multi-cultural balance has been disrupted. The Armenian community in Kumkapı is not as

numerous as before. A totally new group of visitors come in the neighbourhoods only during evening

and night time, and that contradicts with the social structure of the neighbourhood.

Kumkapı’s local-global scattergram shows that its regression value is 0.27, slightly more than mean

regression value of Istanbul historical centre with 0.23 (Figure 6). It means that Kumkapı has a

meaningful structure and intelligible in the system of the historical Istanbul centre. Kumkapı’s

NAIN200 values are better than the local axial integration values. It means that the streets of this

neighbourhood are more globally integrated with the intention to create a powerful socio-cultural axis.
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Figure 6- Axial and segment angular integration analyses and local-global scattergram of Kumkapı, Path isovist analysis and

path isovist graph of Sevgi street.

Sevgi street (former Şarapnel street) is an important reference axis as it houses the Armenian

Patriarchate (Figure 6). It is referred as the street of the Patriarchate and is quite introvert as a cultural

public space. Axial integration value shows that Sevgi street stays more segregated compared to other

streets that are studied in the other neighbourhoods. It is more globally and less locally integrated,

meaning that it interrelates with the global system instead of the local system. This fact makes this

street introvert and defensive on a neighbourhood level, but it also tends to attract people from outside

the neighbourhood. The people visiting the Patriarchate are mostly not living in Kumkapı.

As an axis the Sevgi street is rather segregated; however, as a path it has a changing embodiment

aspect. Sevgi street has quite shifting values on the isovist path. The presence of open spaces such as

parking lots and abandoned territories on the street and the presence of major cultural buildings like

the schools and the Patriarchate creates this imbalance. Only around the Patriarchate and Mother Mary

Church the street creates an embodied public space as the building are creating a frame to the street.

People using this street come to the churches, schools for specific reasons, other users only bypass the

street. As it is the most orderly and well-kept street in the area, especially around the Patriarchate, kids

prefer this area to play games. It is however quite difficult to perceive this street from the vicinity, that

is why the street remains quiet and introvert.

Kuzguncuk and İcadiye Street

Kuzguncuk is an old Bosphorus village on the Asian coast of Istanbul. Its old name is referred as

Chrysokeramos in many sources, but many historians believe that Kuzguncuk is a derivation of the

word “Kosinitsa” (Bektaş, 1996, İncicyan, 1976). Jews, Armenians, Greeks and Turks lived in

Kuzguncuk together in peace and harmony throughout history (Ergun, 2004). Kuzguncuk initially was

a Jewish neighbourhood. Then, Armenians started to settle in Kuzguncuk in the 18th century (Bektaş,

1996). A mix of Jews, Armenians and Greeks lived in Kuzguncuk in peace until the rural-urban
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migration period started around 1960s. The rural-urban migration period involves the move of the

Anatolian citizens to large cities such as Istanbul (Mills, 2004). Kuzguncuk was severely affected by

the devastating Istanbul riots, after which many non-Muslim inhabitants left the neighbourhood,

replaced by the Black Sea migrants. In the 1980s, gentrification started to take place in Istanbul.

Kuzguncuk was one of the first neighbourhoods to be gentrified with the efforts of famous architect

Cengiz Bektaş who renewed some buildings without charge on �ryanizade Street (Ergun, 2004).

Many architects, poets and artists followed him and played part on participative design and renovation

processes (Ergun, 2004; Uzun, 2002).

The regression value of Kuzguncuk stays as high as 0.52, whereas the mean regression value is 0.23

(Figure 7). Kuzguncuk shows an extremely high level of regression and very locally integrated

structure, which is legible in the historical core of the city. It forms a meaningful street morphology

that behaves concordantly to the local and the global street structure. İcadiye street is exceptionally

high in terms of local integration value, it differentiates from the other streets in the neighbourhood.

Therefore, İcadiye street becomes the socio-economic centre of the neighbourhood as it is the most

integrated street to the system. Globally, Kuzguncuk İcadiye street has a higher segment angular

integration than its adjacent streets. It is also closely located to the more globally integrated streets of

the neighbourhood.
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Figure 7- Axial and segment angular integration analyses and local-global scattergram of Kuzguncuk, Path isovist analysis and

path isovist graph of İcadiye street.

İcadiye street performs as a socio-economic centre that is well perceived (Figure 7). It also has a high

performance in creating a clear perception along its path, as the area values of the isovists along the

path stay high with some sudden drops. The path isovists on İcadiye street reflect the diversity of the

embodiment feeling through the street as the graph changes frequently and intensely. The street

always provides interesting vantage points without being monotonous. The isovist area value peaks

around the Greek Orthodox Church, seeing as many directions as possible at the same time. This

vantage point is creating a potential neighbourhood gathering centre that can be perceived from many

directions.
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5. COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION
To answer the research question “What are the streets’ characteristics that play a role in shaping a

harmonious environment with high levels of social interaction in culturally diverse urban settings?”;

the paper puts forward the particular conclusions of the case studies.

Samatya, Marmara Street

Armenians became an introvert society and they preferred settling around Marmara street for over a

century. This fact resulted in the formation of a “neighbourhood in neighbourhood” in Samatya. The

Armenian community restricts interaction and forms defensive structuring as a result of the

environmental stress that it suffers from due to the socio-cultural instability and decay caused by the

major in-migration. The unplanned processes of welcoming in-migrants in the neighbourhood and the

Armenian community’s defensive structuring behaviour are leading to low social interaction levels.

By the decrease of inter-cultural social interaction, Samatya loses its essence and internal socio-

cultural balance. As its traces perish over the last century, and Marmara street newer and older

residents lose their collective memories and identities.

Balat-Ayvansaray, Ayan Street

The neighbourhood remains imbalanced after unsuccessful rehabilitation initiative. Seemingly, there

is a gap between residents who want to gentrify the neighbourhood and current lower-income

residents. The neighbourhood stays segregated as a subsystem of the Istanbul historical centre and

struggles to find its essence, because it is not fully decayed neither fully gentrified. Ayan street is a

locally integrated connective street, but quite narrow and monotonous. Therefore, the street cannot

bring the cultural gathering spaces forward.

Kumkapı, Sevgi Street

With a smaller Armenian community and socio-cultural imbalance, Kumkapı struggles with new

cultural injections and neighbourhood decay. The Patriarchate created a positive effect in terms of

gathering Armenians and creating a collective memory attached to place. Sevgi street creates its own

reality, with a well-kept urban environment, creating a peaceful street inside a decaying

neighbourhood. However, the street is not frequently used by other than the members of the Armenian

community, as it only accommodates introverted public facilities for the Armenians and leaving aside

other people who cannot create place attachment. This results in low social interaction levels in

between cultural groups.

Kuzguncuk, İcadiye Street

Gentrified for over three decades, Kuzguncuk seems to find its socio-cultural balance in itself with its

old residents, migrants and gentrifiers. The neighbourhood is a meaningful subsystem to the historical

centre of Istanbul, and İcadiye street provides an exceptionally highly integrated local hub to the area.

The integrated structure in the street and the neighbourhoods level strengthens the welcoming and

peaceful aspect of the neighbourhood. İcadiye street permeates the cultural diversity by high levels of

visibility with visually accessible urban nodes and enables social encounters between residents. The
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street is not invaded by gentrifiers instead, a variety of cultures have their landmarks and collective

memories around the street which increases inter-cultural social interaction.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The first general conclusion of this study is that streets are more likely to be resilient in terms of

socio-cultural balance if they have a strong urban character. Highly locally integrated streets, with

also higher segment angular integration values tend to attract more people locally and tend to allow

more social interaction, becoming a socio-economic axis for a neighbourhood. However, the quality

of social interaction depends on the inhabitant profile and their intentions with the urban setting.

Gentrifiers thrive for a harmonious environment and they are eager to create an environment that

embraces every culture, like in Kuzguncuk. Failed examples of rehabilitation and gentrification make

it harder to create a socially balanced and harmonious urban environment like in Balat-Ayvansaray,

leading to less integrated streets that cannot stand as socio-cultural gathering axes despite the number

of cultural hubs that they accommodate.

The second general conclusion of this study is that the multi-cultural streets having more than one

cultural landmark belonging to different groups, seem to be locally integrated centres and successful

exchange platforms for cultural groups with high levels of social interaction. Conversely, streets

exclusively (Kumkapı- Sevgi street) or mostly (Samatya-Marmara street) accommodating one group’s

cultural centres create more defensive and introvert environments. These environments are creating

the feeling of embodiment especially around the entrance of the cultural group’s landmarks, behaving

like a cultural hub composing its own reality with organised and tidy streets in a decayed

neighbourhood. The social interaction levels drop as a result of socio-spatial segregation and the loss

of inter-cultural communication.

Seemingly, high spatial integration on various scale levels, from the street scape up to the city level

encourages social integration of various ethnical and cultural groups. On the long term,

neighbourhoods with these kinds of spatial features contributes to the implementation of strong

cultural artefacts function as a primary element with meaning for the identity of the neighbourhood.

These elements can be religious buildings, schools and institutional buildings with strong architectural

expression. Due to these artefacts’ location along highly integrated spaces, they tend to have a high

degree of permanence, surviving large political, cultural and social changes through history.
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